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ABSTRACT

TIIVISTELMÄ

Before the Second World War city of Rovaniemi was
built predominantly by wood. Wood was seen as a
traditional material and it was highly available.

Ennen
toista
maailmansotaa
Rovaniemen
kaupunki oli rakennettu pääasiassa puusta. Puu
oli rakennusmateriaalina perinteinen ja helposti
saatavilla.

Shorty after the end of WWII when people of Rovaniemi
were returning back to their city they were faced with a
grim view of Rovaniemi: only chimneys were standing
in the city’s silhouette. As a result of wars, layers of
history and the wooden heritage of Rovaniemi was
lost. Later the reconstruction era and modernism
shifted the attention to the new materials and the
modern building techniques of that time.
Thesis aims to create a new residential block in the
shore of Valionranta which serves as reference to the
city’s lost wooden architecture and interpreting it in a
contemporary way in harmony with the environment
and Arctic circumstances. Thesis also explores the
topic of building in a close proximity to the nature
which allow its users to take a full advantage of it.

Sodan päättymisen jälkeen koteihinsa palaavia
rovaniemeläisiä kohtasi kuitenkin synkkä näky: maan
tasalle palaneen kaupungin vanhasta siluetista
muistuttivat ainoastaan raunioista nousevat savupiiput.
Sodan seurauksena Rovaniemen rakennuskannan
historialliset kerrokset ja puurakentamisen perinteet
olivat
kadonneet.
Jälleenrakennuksen
aikana
huomio kiinnittyi moderneihin materiaaleihin ja
rakennustekniikkoihin.
Diplomityössäni suunnittelen uuden asunkorttelin
Rovaniemen Valionrantaan. Olen ottanut vaikutteita
kaupungin kadotetuista puurakennuksista. Tulkintani
on kuitenkin moderni: pyrkimykseni on tuoda puinen
asuinrakentaminen nykypäivään. Tavoitteenani on
luoda suunnitelma, joka on tasapainossa ympäristön
ja arktisten olosuhteiden kanssa. Diplomityössäni
pohdin myös luonnon äärelle rakentamista ennen
kaikkea käyttäjän näkökulmasta.

translated by Iida Räsänen
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INTRODUCTION

Starting point of the thesis was to design modern
block suited for Arctic circumstances for Rovaniemi’s
city centre. As the idea evolved, it shifted its focus
more in residential and building design.
The chosen area for the thesis was Valionranta by
the Kemijoki river. Site is located right on the foot
of Ounasvaara hill overlooking to the city centre of
Rovaniemi. The area that is currently empty after the
demolition of the dairy building of Valio, is home to
outdoor spaces and a pre-historic heritage site.[1] In
2008 officials initiated a competition for the shore area
of Kemijoki river. The winning competition served as
basis for the new masterplan, which amongst others
foresees apartment buildings in Valionranta.
Design aims to create a contemporary residential
block which takes into account city’s rich past, modern
application of timber and the Arctic circumstances.

1
http://yle.fi/uutiset/7000_year-old_habitation_remains_in_rovaniemi/6763995, 02/03/2016

Figure 1: Shore of Kemijoki
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I. ROVANIEMI
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BRIEF HISTORY

City of Rovaniemi is situated in the Finnish Lapland,
at 66° North latitude - known as the Arctic circle.
Rovaniemi is the administrative capital and
commercial centre of Finland’s northernmost
province, Lapland.
Situated along the Arctic Circle, city lays between
the hills of Ounasvaara and Korkalovaara, at the
confluence of the river Kemijoki and Ounasjoki. The
newly formed rural municipality of Rovaniemi has
a population of 60,877[1] inhabitants, making it the
fifth most populated settlement in Arctic region
behind Murmansk, Norilsk, Tromsø and Vorkuta. In
geographic terms, Rovaniemi is the biggest city in
Europe spanning 8,017km2 in area.[2]
The history of Rovaniemi begins from the Stone Age
period, and the area has been a continuous settlement
area since then.[3] Situated at the confluence of two
large rivers which were the main transport routes
at that time, Rovaniemi already began to adopt the
role of a gateway to Lapland.[4] The oldest surviving
instance of the settlement’s name in the written from
dates from 1453 in the documents of a land transfer.[5]
The word is considered to be of Lappish origin, as
roavve which in Saami denotes a forested ridge or hill,
or the site of an old forest fire. However, in dialects
of southern Lapland, rova means a heap of stones, a
rock or group of rocks in a stretch of rapids.

that time the village of Rovaniemi itself comprised
a total of nineteen dwellings on the banks of the
Ounasjoki river.[6] A significant factor contributing
to the formation of the centre of Rovaniemi was the
establishment of the church’s chapel in 1630s.[7] The
exploitation of Lapland’s natural resources in the
1800s boosted Rovaniemi’s growth, where many road
accesses were built and by late 1800s.
Known as the gateway of Lapland, Rovaniemi has
been serving as the administrative centre of the
Province of Lapland in Finland since 1939[8], and in
the year 1960 Rovaniemi received the status of city.[9]
6
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng21-23.pdf, 14/05/2016
7
Laura Sipilä, Rovaniemen keskusta - Alueen rakennushistoriallinen
selvitys, University of Oulu, Oulu, 2010, page 34
8
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/kansi.html, 14/05/2016
9
http://international.rovaniemi.fi/en/Services/About-Us/General-information, 14/05/2016
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The first written data on the inhabitants of Rovaniemi
are found in tax registers dating from the 1540s. At
HELSINKI

1
http://international.rovaniemi.fi/en/Services/About-Us/General-information, 14/05/2016
2
http://www.visitrovaniemi.fi/sites/visitrovaniemi.fi/files/roi_press_
eng_2014.pdf, 14/05/2016
3
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng14-17.pdf, 14/05/2016
4
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng14-17.pdf, 14/05/2016
5
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng14-17.pdf, 14/05/2016

Figure 2: Position of Rovaniemi in Finland and in Fenno-Scandinavia
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Figure 3: Rovaniemi before 1945
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT OF ROVANIEMI

The planning history of the city dates back to the year
1904 when the first building plan was designed by
Alfred A. Gustafsson.[1] Few years later, the railway
started to operate in Rovaniemi in 1909, connecting
with the line from south which had a significant
importance contributing to the population growth
during 1920s, and the market town rights (kauppala,
in Finnish) were given to Rovaniemi in 1928[2].

houses. Oiva Kallio’s design served as the basis for
the Alvar Aalto’s famous reindeer-antler plan.[3] The
plan that Kallio’s drew was based on the old street
grid with large, closed blocks of houses in the central
area but the increase in the road traffic had not been
anticipated.

Oiva Kallio later designed the first local detailed plan
which was completed in the years 1931 and 1933,
and approved in 1936 and 1938. The plan which Oiva
Kallio designed was based on Gustaffson’s ideas. In
this plan, Kallio drew compact housing plots with
four-storey stone buildings and two-storey wooden

Before the second world war, Rovaniemi already
became a modern city where plenty of modern
buildings were built including the building of Hotel
Pohjanhovi[4], designed by Märta Blomstedt and Pauli
Ernesti Blomstedt in 1936 which was one of most
important works of the modernist period in Finland.[5]
Second World War had tragic consequences for
Rovaniemi. Shortly after signing the Moscow

1
Laura Sipilä, Rovaniemen keskusta - Alueen rakennushistoriallinen
selvitys, Oulu, 2010, page 43
2
Laura Sipilä, Rovaniemen keskusta - Alueen rakennushistoriallinen
selvitys, Oulu, 2010, page 43

3
Tarja Outila, Rovaniemi planning history - Aalto semiar, 2015
4
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng32-36.pdf, 15/05/2016
5
R. Stephen Sennott, Encyclopeadia of 20 th century architecture Volume 1, Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, New York and London, 2004, page 462

Figure 4: Valtakatu street in Rovaniemi on 20th of October, 1944.
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Figure 5: The old Hotel Pohjanhovi building.
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Armistice in 1944, Finland found itself in the Lapland
War with the Nazi Germany. Later in October German
forces that were still in Finland are ordered to destroy
all the civilian property and any possible shelter the
Finns could use during the upcoming war.[6] Days later,
when the Finnish forces liberated Rovaniemi the city
was ruined where nearly all the wooden buildings in
the city were burned.[7]
The destroyed Rovaniemi needed a new plan for
reconstruction. Right after the Continuation War in
1944, Alvar Aalto received a commission to draw up
a new town plan for Lapland’s completely destroyed
capital.[8] Since reconstruction had to be embarked
immediately he suggested a flexible design and the
starting point was to create a new town plan with
good conditions for the growth of the population.

retention of the centre in the same place, whereas
the train station was relocated. For the junction of
the antler-like street network Aalto designed a new
administrative and cultural centre. The plan was an
innovative implementation of modernist principles
and vernacular architecture.
The master plan was designed in a close relationship
with the nature, and according to Alvar Aalto, Finland
had an advantage for reconstruction due to its close
contact to the nature and the valuable raw material
resources in the form of extensive forest and her
decentralized population whose way of life was still
to a considerable extent purely agrarian.

Alvar Aalto also suggested a system of primary
roads with a structure reminiscent of the antlers of
a reindeer, which lent the plan its suggestive title.
Although no old buildings were left, the landowners
opposed a complete reconstruction of the street
network.[9] Therefore, Aalto retained the old plot
subdivision made by Oiva Kallio and instead modified
the building standards and laid out large common
courtyards in the blocks. The plan was made to
cater the unexpected growth in the future, and the
roads to Kittilä and Kemi, that represent the antlers
in the map became an important accesses to the
city. Geographical position of the city, the railway
and road network in Rovaniemi supported the
6
Vesa Nenye, Finland at War: the Continuation and Lapland Wars
1941-45, Osprey Publishing, Oxford, 2016, page 24
7
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng48-55.pdf, 15/05/2016
8
Göran Schildt, Alvar Aalto: the complete catalogue of architecture,
design, and art, Rizzoli, New York, 1994, page 21
9
Göran Schildt, Alvar Aalto: the complete catalogue of architecture,
design, and art, Rizzoli, New York, 1994, page 22

Figure 6: Oiva Kallio’s plan.
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Figure 7: The reindeer-antler masterplan of Alvar Aalto.
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ARCHITECTURE IN ROVANIEMI

Rovaniemi started to develop rapidly during the
middle of twentieth century as a commercial and
administrative centre. Constructions of new roads
and the railway had a significant contribution to this
development. Plans that were initiated by Gusstafson
in 1904, were developed further by Oiva Kallio in 1931
into a more urban environment after the city received
the market town status.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the centre of
Rovaniemi consisted of densely-built clusters of
wooden houses defining Valtakatu street in city
centre. Buildings were mainly peasant houses that
represented the empire style and art nouveau style,
including historicism as well. Even though there
is little left from the architecture of this period, in
the old city centre there are some houses that have

survived the war, especially in Poromiehentie street
and Valtakatu street.
By the 1920s, Rovaniemi started to embrace
modernism that characterized a simplified style,
known as functionalism in Finland. During this period,
the light-coloured unassuming façades as well as
with ribboned windows became the language of
architectural expression. One of the most important
buildings that marked this era in Rovaniemi was
the building of Hotel Pohjanhovi (figure 5) which was
designed in 1936, and later serving as a military
hospital during the Winter War until it was destroyed
later as a consequence of the war.
Following the Second World War, Finland faced the
task of reconstruction, with foremost being Lapland
which was heavily damaged. Nearly 90% of the city’s

Figure 9: Aino and Alvar Aalto working on the reconstruction plan.
Figure 8: A view from old Valtakatu street.
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buildings were destroyed and most of the layers of
the history were wiped out.[1] Due to harsh weather,
the reconstruction had to begin immediately and
Alvar Aalto was appointed to lead the design team
of the office for the reconstruction during 19451952. The first project to be embarked by the team
was the Rovaniemi’s new town plan. The open block
structure that were suggested in the plan aimed to
retain the spacious and open characteristics of the
old Rovaniemi along with its closeness to the nature.
Period of reconstruction brought back softer shapes
and a more locally and traditionally inclined style.
Traditional ridge roofs began to be used once more
and this period saw a significant use of brick and
wood.
The most architecturally significant buildings are
built after the 1960s, when Rovaniemi gained the
status of the city.[2] Typical characteristics of the
buildings from this era are light-coloured modern
façades, ribbon windows and the flat roofs. Once
again, during this period the cityscape has evolved
with the buildings height and many significant
buildings, such as the cultural and administrative
centre with Lappia House, the Rovaniemi Library and
the town hall building which were designed by Alvar
Aalto were built. Like elsewhere in Finland, the 1970s
brought to the cityscape prefabricated constructions
with sectioned façades and raw-concrete surfaces.

From the left side on the top:
Asemapäällikkö daycare centre - 1909
Marttiini knife factory - 1940
Torkkolan talo - 1949
Rovaniemi bus-station - 1959
Arktikum - 1992

After the 1970s, the post-modern architecture in
Rovaniemi has sought for diversity.

1
http://historia.rovaniemi.fi/historia/roieng48-55.pdf, 13/05/2016
2
http://www.infopankki.fi/en/rovaniemi/information-about-rovaniemi, 13/05/2016
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Figure 10: Architecture of Rovaniemi.
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ALVAR AALTO

Alvar Aalto started his architectural practice career
in Jyväskyla after graduating from Helsinki University
of Technology.[1] The early works of Aalto followed the
principles of Nordic Classicism, a style which was
very predominant at that time. During the 1920s, Aalto
travelled extensively in Europe, where he participated
in different architectural events and subsequently he
became familiar with modernism - a style which was
prevailing at that time in architecture.[2]
Being the pioneer of modernist architecture in
Finland, he made an international breakthrough in
architecture with the sanatorium in Paimio which
was an important milestone of functionalism in
Finland.[3] However, already during 1930s Alvar Aalto
felt the rational notions of the functionalism were
monotonous and later his architectural expression of
shifted more towards the nature, becoming enriched
by the use of organic forms, natural materials
and increasing freedom in the handling of space.[4]
However, Aalto retained some functionalist principles
in the application of new constructions techniques and
the notion of social responsibility of architecture. Over
the time his expression became more personal and
unique, with the richness of organic characteristics
in his works.

1
Frank N. Magill, The 20th Century A-GI: Dictionary of World Biography - Volume 7, Routledge, London and New York, 1999, page 1
2
https://issuu.com/roikaupunki/docs/alvar_aalto_in_rovaniemi
3
Leonardo Benevolo, History of Modern Architecture Volume 2, MIT
Press, Cambridge, 1999, page 616
4
David Pearson, New Organic Architecture: The Breaking
Wave,University of California Press and Gaia Books, Barkely, Los Angelos and
London, 2001, page 36

Figure 11: Portrait of Alvar Aalto.
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AALTO IN LAPLAND

The first design by Alvar Aalto to be implemented in
Rovaniemi was the new master plan, known as the
reindeer-antler plan which was completed in 1945. In
addition to the Cultural and Administrative Centre in
Rovaniemi, he also designed other sites in Rovaniemi
including the housing projects such as Aarne Aho
complex and Kolkalorinne area.[1]

MASTERPLAN OF ROVANIEMI
The main point of departure for the masterplan was
the status of Rovaniemi as the centre of Lapland and
the park that breaks off into five different directions,
where the important traffic nodes are located.
Another important point of Aalto’s concept was the
landscape of rivers and hill which was emphasized
in a way that buildings should be not higher than four
storeys.[2] Reindeer-antler town plan got the name
because of its shape on the map: the network of
the streets in city centre together with the stadium
form the reindeer head. For the junction of the
antler-like street network Aalto designed a new
administrative and cultural centre in the form of a
terraced square defined by the provincial governor’s
residence, building for the provincial and municipal
administration and cultural buildings.[3] According to
Aalto, once the plan has been resolved the town will
be free to expand. The plan has no concise borders
since its borders are blended gradually into the
nature.

LIBRARY

LAPPIA HOUSE

TOWN HALL OF ROVANIEMI

Library of Rovaniemi was the first building to be
built in the cultural and administrative centre in
Rovaniemi. It is placed on the site in a way that its long
linear base faces south by the railway and highway,
allowing the fan-shaped reading room to radiate
northward. The one-story building takes advantage
of its extensive program to develop a long horizontal
axis that is defined by a broad circulation corridor. In
Rovaniemi’s library the highlight of the design are the
reading areas.

The building follows the Filandia-house paradigm
closely, with appropriate variations. The exterior is
clad in a textured surface defined by light-coloured
ceramic tiles that form a ribbed pattern, helping
capture and refract the light. The penthouse is
broken into series of ascending arcs that recall the
hills of Lapland as well as other dynamic forms:
clouds, waves and the snow drifts.[4] Even though that
Lappia House is a complex that is a modest reflection
of Finlandia House and Essen Theatre, it remains a
proof of work of the theatre paradigm that Alvar Aalto
spent his life developing and perfecting.

Town hall building added the finishing touch to the
cultural centre.[5] Built after the death of Alvar Aalto
and according to his plans, the further planning was
undertaken by Aalto’s architectural office under the
direction of Elissa Aalto. The design for the town
hall started in 1984, and the building was completed
in winter 1986 the inauguration of which took place
in September 1988.[6] Town hall building consists of
several wings with the council chamber being the
dominating mass.

4
Michael Trencher, The Alvar Aalto Guide, Princeton Architectural
Press, New York, 1996, page 184

5
Päivi Lukkarinen, Aalto Lapissa - Alvar Aallon Lapin tuotanto,
Atena, Jyväskylä, 1998, page 121
6
Päivi Lukkarinen, Aalto Lapissa - Alvar Aallon Lapin tuotanto,
Atena, Jyväskylä, 1998, page 121

1
Göran Schildt, Alvar Aalto: the complete catalogue of architecture,
design and art, Academy Editions, London, 1994, page 22
2
https://issuu.com/roikaupunki/docs/alvar_aalto_in_rovaniemi,
13/05/2016
3
Göran Schildt, Alvar Aalto: the complete catalogue of architecture,
design and art, Academy Editions, London, 1994, page 22

Figure 12: Network of streets forming the head of reindeer.

Figure 13: Entrance to the library and the skylights that illuminate the
reading room.
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KORKALOVAARA HOUSING AREA
In mid-50s, Alvar Aalto was commissioned to design a
housing area in Rovaniemi comprising of four-storey
buildings, two-storey row houses and three-family
row houses which included shops and a heating plant.
Blocks of flats are situated in the terrain in a way that
they protect the parks and common areas from the
harsh weather of Arctic.[1] In order to take advantage
of the natural light during the dark winter period, the
long façades were positioned to face southwards.
Buildings are made of prefabricated units and the
façades are of whitewashed brick.[2]

AARNE AHO COMPLEX
Alvar Aalto designed three red-bricked four-storey
buildings in Rovaniemi’s central block for Aarne Aho.[3]
The buildings were realised on the same principle
where the ground floors have shopping premises
and the three upper storeys were designated for
apartments. The red brick in buildings’ exterior is
used cleverly: the unheated attic floors are marked
by using gable slats and the window louvres are made
out of drainage pipes.[4] Facade facing the pedestrian
street is also decorated by a bronze sculpture by Alto
Aalto Aurora Borealis, made in 1962.

Figure 14: Korkalovaara housing.

1
Päivi Lukkarinen, Aalto Lapissa - Alvar Aallon Lapin tuotanto,
Atena, Jyväskylä, 1998, page 110
2
Göran Schildt, Alvar Aalto: the complete catalogue of architecture,
design and art, Academy Editions, London, 1994, page 26
3

Aarne Aho was a member of the City Council and the owner of

Ahon Autoyhtiö which was a car dealership.
4
https://issuu.com/roikaupunki/docs/alvar_aalto_in_rovaniemi,
13/05/2016

Figure 15: Building from the Aarne Aho complex.
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Figure 16: Entrance of Lappia House.
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II. VALIONRANTA

30
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LANDSCAPE AND THE AREA

Site is located in the centre of Rovaniemi, on the right
side of Kemijoki river at the foot of Ounasvaara hill
and it is defined mainly by the river and Jäämerentie
street. Jätkänkynttilä bridge which is an important
landmark in the city is located adjacent to the site.
Jätkänkynttilä bridge together with Kemijoki river and
Ounasvaara hill define the landmarks of Rovaniemi.
The site is part of central townscape and Rovaniemi’s
oldest river landscape.
Area is surrounded by the railway, bridges, Kemijoki
river, Ounasvaara hill and Jäämerintie road, and it is
characterised by the beautiful Lappish nature and
its recreational areas. Currently there is no housing
area in Valionranta, however there are some limited
single-family homes in adjacent areas to the site.

Valionranta has also served as the home to the Valio’s
diary[1] which was demolished in 2005.
On the southern side of Jätkänkynttilä bridge there
is a restaurant building which was built in 1974, and
expanded later in 1989. The area is also the home to
Ounaskosi Camping. In Antinpuisto park there are
five tennis courts, the tennis club, as well as the
maintenance building. Skatepark was added later to
Antinpuisto park in years 2003-2004.
1
Valionranta got the name from the dairy’s company, Valio, meaning the shore of Valio in Finnish.

Figure 17: Building of Valio’s dairy in Valionranta. Picture is taken

Figure 18: Aerial view of the area from the city centre.

in 1948, and it depicts the temporary bridge where Jätkänkynttilä
bridge stands now.
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MASTERPLAN
The amendment for the masterplan in the shore area
was initiated in 2008[1] and as a consequence an idea
competition was organised by the city of Rovaniemi for
the areas of Valioranta and Keskipuiso aim of which
was to find solutions for the future development of
land use where tourism and recreation would be a
main focus. As a part of the built environment, housing
could have been proposed as well. Competition was
conducted as an invited competition where three
working groups were selected, the winner of which
was the entry Iltatuulen viesti by Viiri-Ylinenpää
architecture office[2]. The winning proposal has
served as basis for the design of the new masterplan.
Masterplan of Rovaniemi which was approved in 2015
(figure 20), shows the areas dedicated to tourism,
camping and recreational areas with services.
Tourist area in Valioranta also takes into account a
hotel building. Part of Valionranta is also a prehistoric
heritage site, and the use of the site should be in
accordance to the opinion of National Board of
Antiquities and the Museum of Lapland.

1
Tekninen lautakunta 1.4.2008 § 46
2
http://viiriylinenpaa.fi/valionrannan-ja-koskipuiston-alue%2c-rovaniemi.html, 14/05/2016

Figure 19: Jätkänkynttilä bridge
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Figure 20: Masterplan of Rovaniemi as of 2015
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SITE OF THESIS
OU

The chosen site for the diploma project is located
in Valionranta. Valioranta together with Koskipusito
and Antinpuisto form the shore along Kemijoki River
which is designated mainly for recreation. According
the city’s regulation plan, the area of Valioranta is
dedicated for parks, playground, residential area,
leisure and tourist facilities due to the proximity
of Ounasvaara hill and the rich nature. The area is
currently undeveloped and it has been previously
the home of Valio’s production plant. Valioranta is
bordered by Lossitie street, Jäämerentie street and
Kemijoki river.

NA
SJ
OK
I
THESIS AREA

VALIONRANTA

OUNASVAARA

ANTIN PUISTO

I JOK

I

CITY CENTRE

K EM

PULINPOLI
KOSKINPUISTO

VEITIKANHARJU

OUNASMETSÄ
VIIRINKANGAS

Figure 21: Landmarks of Rovaniemi: Ounasvaara, Jätkänkynttilä

Figure 22: Central Rovaniemi and its areas.

bridge and Kemijoki river.
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SITE ANALYSIS

Granularity map and the site

Skiing routes
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Roads

Snowmobile routes

Bike routes

Parks and outdoors

Public transportation

Functions
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Figure 23: Valioranta with Ounasvaara on the background
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III. RESIDENTIAL WOODEN ARCHITECTURE

42
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WOOD AS A BUILDING MATERIAL

In the recent years wood has been gaining more
attention as an architectural material with architects
praising its sustainability and the quality. Since
wood creates a healthy interior climate and a higher
quality of living, wood is getting more popular in the
residential architecture as well.[1]
New types of engineered timber which are stronger
and more effective are allowing architects to build
bigger structures and this advancement in the wood
technology has made even timber skyscrapers now
a possibility in the future.[2] Replacing the commonly
used materials such as steel and concrete which have
a high carbon footprint, with timber which is a lowenergy material would also create a positive impact
to the global warming issue.[3]
Engineered wood such as cross-laminated timber
which is usually referred as CLT, is a strong engineered
wood produced by layering different timber sections
of wood at right angles and gluing them together.
Main advantages of building with mass timber
constructions is that they are very cost-effective,
carbon efficient, sustainable and practical to build
with. One of the latest developments in timber
construction is the introduction of hybrid CLT systems
– which involves pairing engineered timber with steel
components.[4]

1
Dirk Meyhöfer, Touch Wood - The Rediscovery of a Building Material, Braun Publishing, 2008, page 6
2
http://www.dezeen.com/2015/11/09/cross-laminated-timber-construction-architecture-timber-age/, 06/04/2016
3
http://www.anthonyforest.com/assets/pdf/using-wood-fight-climate-change.pdf, 06/04/2016
4
http://cce.oregonstate.edu/sites/cce.oregonstate.edu/files/pdfs/
expo_poster-cce_final.pdf, 06/04/2016

WOOD IN APARTMENT BUILDINGS
The use of engineered wood in building apartment
blocks has been lately illustrated through many
examples around the world, especially in the Nordic
countries.
Waterfront of the Norwegian city of Stavanger has
been recently the home of Europe’s largest wooden
residential project, in the city that has the highest
concentration of wooden buildings in the Northern
Europe. The area of 19,500m2 accommodates 128
flats and a range of communal facilities.[5] Public
spaces around the buildings include a promenade
extending along the sea and continues all the way to
the city centre. Moreover, ground-floor units facing
the promenade accommodate cafés and shops that
further enhance the vitality of the area surrounding
the accommodation.
Apartment blocks are constructed with timber
frames and cladding made from a heat-treated wood.
The building was designed by the Danish studio AART
Architects and local firm Studio Ludo.
The Swedish architecture office Wingårdhs has
designed a eight-story apartment block in the
Stockholm’s suburb called Sundbyberg. The
tower which is dubbed as “Strandparken” shelters
31 apartments ranging in size from one to four
bedrooms. It was designed to explore the potential of
multi-occupancy housing while offering inhabitants
5
http://www.archdaily.com/636279/the-waterfront-aart-architects-kraftvaerk, 08/05/2016

Figure 24: Waterfront residential project by AART in Stavanger
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a reasonably priced, yet pleasant, sustainable home.
Its archetypal house shape takes inspiration from
traditional Swedish timber houses and features a
winter-proof pitched roof with gabled ends.
In Finland the Office for Peripheral Architecture
designed the tallest wooden apartment building in
the country, which is also one of the first high-rise
examples of prefabricated cross-laminated timber
construction in the world. This eight-floor building
is located in the Jyväskylä suburb of Kuokkala. The
cross-laminated timber modular system provide
the building’s structural framework and apart from
the structure also the exterior is wooden, consisting
of larch panels which clad the front and rear of the
building. Apartments include a variety of studio flats,

and one- and two-bedroom apartments with every
flat has its own sauna and a balcony.
Advancement of wood as a building material will
bring various large scale building structures made of
timber to the cityscapes in the future.
Tham & Videgård Arkitekter from Sweden have already
unveiled plans for a high-rise apartment blocks in
Stockholm’s old harbour which are constructed out
of timber.[6] These 20-storey apartment blocks will
be constructed entirely with local pine wood. Similar
ambitious design were revealed also by CF Møller
that could see the world’s tallest timber-framed
building constructed in Stockholm. The 34-storey
6

Figure 25: Strandparken by Wingårdhs in Stockhom
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wooden skyscraper was presented as a concept of
future housing that would be affordable, easier and
more sustainable than typical steel and concrete
constructions that are used nowadays.

http://www.tvark.se/wooden-highrise-apartments, 14/05/2016

Figure 26: Kuokkala block by Oopeaa in Jyväskylä

Figure 27: Rendered image of HSB 2023 - Västerbroplan by CF Møller
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IV. BUILDING IN HIGH LATITUDE
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BUILDING IN HIGH LATITUDE

In higher latitudes climate gradually changes,
resulting in a climate with lower temperatures and a
significant presence of winter. Sun in high latitudes is
a scared source of light and heat. In the latitude of 66°
North, which also defines the Arctic circle, summers
are characterised with long daylights while in the
winter sun is absent for the most part of the day.
As a result of this, the building has to respond to
this change of daylight hours and also to ensure
the psychological well-being of the residents. Ralph
Erskine who earned the name the Arctic architect of
Modernism cites the importance of allowing the sunlight
to penetrate to the interior by the means of strategic
placement of windows, and to counter the months
of darkness and the accompanying the feelings of
isolation the layout and the pattern circulation should
maximise the human contact. Through his study of the
relationships between architecture, identity, and the

North Erskine encouraged an architecture that eases
the contact between indoors and outdoors.[1]

a longer distance to reach the earth, as a result some
of the solar energy gets absorbed by the atmosphere.

Building envelope has to maximise the exposure
to the south and take advantage of the all available
light and not to cast shadow on the nearby building
since in higher latitudes position of the sun is low
and therefore shadows can be long. When it comes
to shared outdoor spaces, they should be carefully
planned so that they receive sunlight, too.[2] The
characteristics of sun distribution varies as the
latitude progresses due to the spherical shape of the
earth. During the summertime in the latitude of Arctic
circle, sun is low and it affects the vertical planes. Due
to the long distance of sun from earth in high latitudes,
the intensity of sun is reduced as the sunlight travels

Solar shading strategies vary as the latitude changes.
In low latitudes, where the sun’s path to the earth’s
surface is shortest, blocking out the sunlight is a
concern all year round. At mid-latitudes, where
the direction and amount of solar radiation varies
seasonally, the aim is to filter sunlight when it is most
intense in summer, and to allow the sun to penetrate in
the winter when it is most needed. On higher latitudes,
where sunlight is weak or non-existent much of the
year, the sun must be fully captured and utilised on
the vertical surfaces.[3]

1
Julie Decker, Modern north - Architecture on the frozen edge,
Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 2008, page 10
2
Harold Strub, Bare Poles: Building Design for High Latitudes Building design for high latitudes, Carleton University Press, Ottawa, 1996,
page 41
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Another important measure that has to considered
when building in northern regions are the winds.
3
Harold Strub, Bare Poles: Building Design for High Latitudes Building design for high latitudes, Carleton University Press, Ottawa, 1996,
page 42
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However, with the understanding of the wind direction
the negative impacts of wind to the building can be
reduced. The negative effects of wind can decrease
when there are obstacles on the ground such as
mountains and vegetations. Where there are no
mountains and trees, the average speed of wind near
the ground is comparatively high. Winds in Arctic can
cause the snow drifting, too.
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Figure 28: Latitudes marking the circles
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Figure 29: Low position of sun has the most impact on the vertical
planes. Due to the low angle, sunbeams travel longer distances.

Figure 30: Shading in accordance to the latitude
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V. DESIGN
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Figure 31: Landscape of Lapland.
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LIVING IN 66° NORTH

Starting point of the design was to create a
contemporary residential block suited for Arctic
circumstances in the centre of the Finnish Lapland.
Rovaniemi is distinguished by its strong presence of
nature where the vast greenery, Ounasvaara hill and
rivers of Kemijoki and Ounasjoki dominate the city’s
landscape. The design has to reflects also to the city’s
rich past, where most of its cityscape before the WWII
was constructed out of timber. Rovaniemi, the Arctic
and the contemporary use of timber constitute the
concept of this new residential project for the shore of
Valionranta. Located between the foot of Ounasvaara
hill and Kemijoki adjacent to the Jätkänkynttilä bridge
and the city centre, the design takes advantage of its
surrounding, bringing its users in a closer contact
with nature.

The design approach for an area so strongly
influenced by the landscape was to place a number
of similar units - towers, that would come across
a natural relationship with each other reaching an
optimal distance, angle and position.

ROVANIEMI

THESIS

ARCTIC

TIMBER

Figure 32: Rovaniemi in wintertime.
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CONCEPT

Previously housing the dairy of Valio, Valionranta is
currently an empty area, parts of which are used for
outdoors.

Car access to underground parking is made through the
existing Lossitie street, and in the emergency situations
fire-truck can access the path between the towers.

Towers are placed so that they allow connections from
Ounasvaara to Kemijoki and vice-versa.

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

WEST

Towers are placed a in a configuration to ensure views
to different directions, taking advantage of the beautiful
Lappish nature.

58

Wider spaces between the fingers form public outdoor
areas, and in wintertime common indoor spaces are
used which are in connection to the outdoors.

Public and private communication is clearly marked:
public paths stretch from south to north direction,
whereas private paths are laid perpendicularly.

EAST

Towers are arranged so that they do not cast shadow on
each other and the children’s playgrounds.

Shore of Kemijoki creates a public space on the site
with the floating saunas that echo the architecture of
buildings, making an addition to the public promenade.

59

BUILDING LAYOUT
Twelve towers are arranged on the site in a way that
they stretch from the Jäämerentie street towards
Kemijoki river in a three-times-four configuration.
In order to ensure clear views and not block the view
of Ounasvaara hill, heights of buildings are conceived
so that the towers’ height decrease gradually to the
river’s direction culminating with the floating buildings
which are the lowest of all. The tallest tower is six
stories high and the lowest is three stories. According
to city’s regulation, buildings should not be higher than
six floors and the Finnish legislation does not foresee
apartment buildings made of wood that are higher
than eight floors. Three floating buildings on the river
are public saunas and residents’ meeting spaces.
Together with the promenade by the shore they create
a pleasant public space. Towers are connected by a

single a floor that houses common indoor areas and
have a connection to the outdoor spaces. Three main
paths that create access to the towers and outdoor
spaces end to the floating buildings.
In order to preserve the existing greenery, the
buildings are placed where the dairy building was
located before the demolition in 2005, as a result of
which there are no trees on the site at the moment.
To ensure a blending of the site to the hill, additional
trees are planted and gradually they get less to the
river’s direction in the form of a gradient.

Figure 33: Valionranta with Ounasvaara on the background

Siteplan 1:2000
10m
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The design for the new residential block in Valionranta
can be interpreted as a reference to Rovaniemi’s
rich culture where majority of cityscape’s buildings
in the past were made of timber. Residential block
of Valioranta is a reflection of Rovaniemi’s heritage,
built with a contemporary technology by using crosslaminated timber instead of traditional timber. Towers
are solid geometric masses that create a sharp
contrast to the surroundings in order to emphasise
the nature around it. Façades are clad with wooden
panels made of larch that are finished with tar. The
cladding materials stretches to the roof, emphasizing
the silhouettes and the buildings’ mass.
Each tower consists of four apartments, meaning that
every apartment has two different views. Opening on
the façade are wide in order to embrace the Arctic
light and the beautiful nature. Windows are also

placed strategically to allow sunshine penetrate to
the interior.
In order to cope with the months when there is little
daylight which is usually accompanied by the feelings
of isolation and depression, the layout of floorplans
are open so they maximise the contact between the
inhabitants and a range of diverse indoor spaces are
provided on the ground floor with a connection to the
outdoor areas.
Common saunas are placed on the top floor where
the balconies are overlooking to Kemijoki river and
city centre.

Elevation 1:400
1m
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2,5m

5m
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Wide areas in finger-like composition on the
groundfloor form the common spaces dedicated to
the residents. Common areas consist of children’s
playgrounds, fenced parks for dogs and sand parks.
In order to break down the scale of the common areas
additional small-scale building are placed around the
common areas and along the main paths that lead to
the floating buildings which house the public saunas.
Three paths represent the main paths used by
the habitants of the blocks and it brakes further
into smaller paths leading to the entrances in the
same analogy as the branches of the tree, and it
overlaps with the private and public indoor spaces.
When accessing the path one feels the forest-like
environment, and as progressing further one faces
the river.
Design is thought to take advantage of the nature
during the winter and summer. Adjacent to the
public promenade, skiing and snowmobile routes are
located. Common saunas serve as meeting places for
residents are non-residents where amongst others,
they can enjoy the avanto during the winter. A crucial
point in the design has been the connection of living
units to the outdoors.
Cars are placed in the underground garage which
is accessible through the existing Lossitie street
and it is connected to the cellars of each unit. Waste
disposals for each unit are also placed in the garage.

Ground floor 1:800
2.5m
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First floor 1:800
2.5m
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5m

10m
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HOUSING CONCEPT
Concept for the housing is to stack different types
of apartments: family house, duplex and one level
apartments. Duplex apartments on the ground floor
act as town houses where they have a direct access
from the outside.
Living units are placed in towers, and each floor
has four apartment in order to create views in two
different directions for the apartments. Towers are
placed in a set of three towers where grounfloor
connects them in order to create spaces for common
indoor areas.

1st level

2nd level

3rd level

4th level

The Block houses 134 living units, consisting of
one-room, two-room and three-room apartments.
Residents of these units are students, young couples,
families, and old couples who live alone - all this
to create a diversity in the living units. Due to close
proximity to the skiing facilities of Ounasvaara, oneroom apartments can also be rented to visitors,
similar to Airbnb.[1]
Most of living units are one-room and two-room
apartments, since the number of families with
children is decreasing thus creating need for smaller
apartment. According to the Statistics Finland in
2014, the number of children in families was 1,84 and
the number of families with children is expected to
drop further. [2]

1
Airbnb is a website for people to list, find, and rent lodging.
2
http://www.stat.fi/til/perh/2014/perh_2014_2015-05-28_tie_001_
en.html, 15/05/2016

Three-room apartment: parents with two children and a pet

Two-room apartment: parents with one child, or a single parent with a child

One-room apartment: students, tourists, young couples and elderly

Figure 34: Family types living in the apartments.

5th level
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6th level

7th level
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APARTMENT TYPES
There are three main apartment types, and the rest
of living units are based on these types with little
modifications. Units are one-room, two-room and
three-room apartment.
One-room apartment (52m2) is single level unit
whereas, the two-room (90m2) and three-room
apartment (120m2) has the living room, kitchen and
the dining area on the first level with the bedroom
and bathrooms on the upper level.
Apartments on the ground floor facing the south act
as town houses, the access to which is directivity
from outside and from the tower’s staircase.

Figure 35: Axonometric view of the one-room apartment.
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Figure 36: Axonometric view of the two-room apartment.
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Figure 37: Axonometric view of the three-room apartment.
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Common sauna

2 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

Common sauna

2 room apartment

Common sauna

1 room apartment
3 room apartment

3 room apartment

2 room apartment

Shared terrace

1 room apartment

Staircase
2 room apartment

Car parking

1 room apartment

3 room apartment

Storage

Multipurpose and entertainment room

Bike, stroller and ski storage

3 room apartment

2 room apartment
Public path

River

Section 1:400
1m
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2,5m

5m
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STRUCTURE
Cross-laminated timber construction is used to
structure the residential block. The CLT panels
are a very efficient way to build since they come
prefabricated and are mounted on the site. Ground
floor of the structure which makes the underground
floor due to terrains height is made out of reinforced
concrete. In order in stand the weight that snow can
cause on the towers’ structure a gabled room is
applied.

3

1

5
2

4

6

7

8

1. Skylight
2. Untreated larch panels
3. Concealed roof gutter
4. Black, metal-framed door
5. Window frame
6. Larch panels treated with tar
7. Black, metal-framed window
8. Metal sill treated with black paint
9. Entrance canopy made of corten steel
9

10. Painted plastered wall

10

11. Concrete ramp
12. Concrete slab
13. Mixture of moss, lawn, and Arctic plants
14. Terrace

12
11

14

13
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LIVING IN 66° NORTH
Before the Second World War city of Rovaniemi was built predominantly by
wood. Wood was seen as a traditional material and it was highly available. The
reconstruction era after WWII and modernism shifted the attention to the new
materials and the modern building techniques of that time.
LIVING IN 66° NORTH aims to create a new residential block in the shore of
Kemijoki river and it is a reference to the city’s lost wooden architecture by
interpreting its history in a contemporary way in harmony with the environment
and Arctic circumstances and it constitutes the core of this design.
The area for the design is Valionranta. Site is located right on the foot of
Ounasvaara hill overlooking to the city centre of Rovaniemi. The area that is
currently empty after the demolition of the dairy building of Valio, is home to
different parks, outdoor areas and a heritage site.

DIPLOMITYÖ

OULUN YLIOPISTON ARKKITEHTUURIN TIEDEKUNTA

LIVING IN 66° NORTH

ALBI KRASNIQI

OULUSSA, 24.5.2016

SITE
Site is located in the centre of Rovaniemi, on the right
side of Kemijoki river at the foot of Ounasvaara hill
and it is defined mainly by the river and Jäämerentie
street. Jätkänkynttilä bridge which is an important
landmark in the city is located adjacent to the site.
Jätkänkynttilä bridge together with Kemijoki river and
Ounasvaara hill define the landmarks of Rovaniemi.
The site is part of central townscape and Rovaniemi’s
oldest river landscape. The area is characterised by
the beautiful Lappish nature and its recreational areas.
Currently there is no housing area in Valionranta,
however there are some limited single-family homes

in adjacent areas to the site. Valionranta has also
served as the home to the Valio’s, from where it got
the name.
Masterplan of Rovaniemi which was approved in 2015
foresees outdoor areas in Valionranta and also takes
into account a hotel building. As a part of the built
environment for Valionranta, housing is proposed as
well. In the southern end of Valionranta there is also a
pre-historic heritage site.

and Antinpuisto form the shore along Kemijoki River
which is designated mainly for recreation. According
the city’s regulation plan, the area of Valioranta is
dedicated for parks, playground, residential area,
leisure and tourist facilities due to the proximity of
Ounasvaara hill and the rich nature. The area is
currently undeveloped and it has been previously
the home of Valio’s production plant. Valioranta is
bordered by Lossitie street, Jäämerentie street and
Kemijoki river.

The chosen site for the diploma project is located
in Valionranta. Valioranta together with Koskipusito

Low-rise housing

ANALYSIS

Granularity map with the site

Roads

Bike routes

Public transport

Snowmobile routes

Skiing routes

Functions

Parks and outdoors

Public path
Park
Low-rise housing

Proposed hotel

View of Valioranta and Ounasvaara hill from the city. The hill, Kemijoki river and Jätkänkynttilä bridge which is depicted in the picture form the city’s landmarks.
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DESIGN
Twelve towers are arranged on the site in a way that
they stretch from the Jäämerentie street towards
Kemijoki river in a three-times-four configuration.
In order to ensure clear views and not block the view
of Ounasvaara hill, heights of buildings are conceived
so that the towers’ height decrease gradually to the
river’s direction culminating with the floating buildings
which are the lowest of all. The tallest tower is six stories high and the lowest is three stories.
According to city’s regulations, buildings should not
be higher than six floors and the Finnish legislation
does not foresee apartment buildings made of wood
higher than eight floors. Three floating buildings on

the river are public saunas and residents’ meeting
spaces. Together with the promenade by the shore,
they create a pleasant public space. Towers are connected by a single a floor that houses common indoor
areas and have a connection to the outdoor spaces.
Three main paths that create access to the towers
and outdoor spaces end to the floating buildings.

The design for the new residential block in Valionranta
can be interpreted as a reference to Rovaniemi’s rich
culture where majority of cityscape’s buildings in the
past were made of timber. Residential block of Valioranta is a reflection of Rovaniemi’s heritage, built with
a contemporary technology by using cross-laminated
timber instead of traditional timber.

In order to preserve the existing greenery, the buildings are placed where the dairy building was located
before the demolition in 2005 which as a result there
are no trees on the site. To ensure a blending of the
site to the hill additional trees are planted and gradually they get less to the river’s direction in a gradient
form.

Towers are solid geometric masses that create a sharp
contrast to the surroundings in order to emphasise
the nature around it. Façades are clad with wooden
panels made of larch which are finished with tar. The
cladding materials stretches to the roof, emphasizing
the silhouettes and the buildings’ mass.

EAST

WEST

Previously housing the dairy of Valio,
Valionranta is currently an empty area, parts
of which are used for outdoors.

Towers are placed so that they allow connections from Ounasvaara to Kemijoki and
vice-versa.

Towers are placed a in a configuration to
ensure views to different directions, taking
advantage of the beautiful Lappish nature.

GSEducationalVersion
GSEducationalVersion

Wider spaces between the fingers form
public outdoor areas, and in wintertime
common indoor spaces are used which are
in connection to the outdoors.

Car access to underground parking is
made through the existing Lossitie street,
and in the emergency situations fire-truck
can access the path between the towers.

GSEducationalVersion
GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

Public and private communication is clearly
marked: public paths stretch from south to
north direction, whereas private paths are
laid perpendicularly.

Towers are arranged so that they do not
cast shadow on each other and the children’s playgrounds.

Shore of Kemijoki creates a public space
on the site with the floating saunas that
echo the architecture of buildings, making
an addition to the public promenade.

GSEducationalVersion
GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion
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APARTMENTS
Concept for the housing is to stack different types of apartments: family house, duplex and one
level apartments. Duplex apartments on the ground floor act as town houses where they have
a direct access from the outside.
Living units are placed in towers, and each floor has four apartment in order to create views
in two different directions for the apartments. Towers are placed in a set of three towers where
groundfloor connects them in order to create spaces for common indoor areas.
The Block houses 134 living units, consisting of two-room, three-room and four-room apartments. Residents of these units are students, couples without children, couples with children,
families, and old couples who live alone - all this to create a diversity in the living units. Due to
close proximity to the skiing facilities of Ounasvaara, two-room apartments can also be rented
to visitors, too. There are three main apartment types, and the rest of living units are based on
these types with little modifications. Units are one-room, two-room and three-room apartment.

Family types living in the apartments:

Three-room apartment: parents and two children and a pet

Two-room apartment: parents with one child, or a single parent
with a child

One-room apartment: students, tourists, young couples and elderly

5th level

1st level

2nd level

3rd level

4th level

6th level

6th level
10m

25m

50m

Siteplan 1:400
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TYPOLOGIES

Axonometric view of the one-room apartment.

GSEducationalVersion

Axonometric view of the two-room apartment.

GSEducationalVersion

Axonometric view of the three-room apartment.
10m

25m

50m

Siteplan 1:1000
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BUILDING IN HIGH LATITUDE

In the latitude of 66° North, which also defines the Arctic circle, summers are characterised with long daylights while in the winter
sun is absent for the most part of the day.
As a result of this, the building has to respond to this change of daylight hours and
also to ensure the psychological well-being
of the residents. Ralph Erskine who earned
the name the Arctic architect of Modernism
cites the importance of allowing the sunlight
to penetrate to the interior by the means
of strategic placement of windows, and to
counter the months of darkness and the accompanying the feelings of isolation the layout and the pattern circulation should maximise the human contact.
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The characteristics of sun distribution varies
as the latitude progresses due to the spherical shape of the earth. During the summertime in the latitude of Arctic circle, sun is
low and it mainly affect the vertical planes.
Due to the long distance of sun from earth in
high latitudes, the intensity of sun is reduced
as the sunlight travels a longer distance to
reach the earth, as a result some of the solar
energy gets absorbed by the atmosphere.
sidered when building in northern regions
are the winds.
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EARTH

9

ATMOSPHERE
10

Cross-laminated timber construction is used
to structure the residential block. The CLT
panels are a very efficient way to build since
they come prefabricated and are mounted
on the site. Ground floor of the structure
which makes the underground floor due
to terrains height is made out of reinforced
concrete. In order in stand the weight that
snow can cause on the towers’ structure a
gabled room is applied.
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45°
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1. Skylight

8. Metal sill treated with black paint

2. Untreated larch panels

9. Entrance canopy made of corten steel

3. Concealed roof gutter

10. Painted plastered wall

4. Black, metal-framed door

11. Concrete ramp

5. Window frame

12. Concrete slab

6. Larch panels treated with tar

13. Mixture of moss, lawn, and Arctic plants

7. Black, metal-framed window

14. Terrace

Close up view of the façade with materials and the greenery in common areas.

Apartments are open to the view. Wide openings embrace the Arctic light and a connection to the outdoors.

Common sauna

2 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

1 room apartment

Common sauna

2 room aprtment

1 room apartment

Common sauna

1 room aprtment
3 room apartment

2 room apartment

3 room apartment

2 room apartment

1 room apartment

3 room apartment
Shared terrace

Car pakring

3 room apartment

Storage

Multipurpose and entertaiment room

1 room aprtment

Bike, stroller and ski storage

Staircase

2 room apartment

Public path

River

1m

2,5m

5m

Section 1:200
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